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Visualisation: Magic Binoculars
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And jot down some notes, or draw the life you love, as you

have seen it in this visualisation, on the paper you’ve

prepared beforehand. You can take this as a starting point,

and keep evolving your vision over the next days or weeks.

Be in a quiet space of your choice, sitting or lying down comfortably. Have pen and paper at

hand. Close your eyes. Relax, and breathe deeply.

Now imagine that you have a pair of binoculars. They are magic binoculars: They allow you to

see into the future. As you’re holding them in your hands, you notice what they feel like:

Whether they’re heavy or light, rough to the touch or smooth, cool or warm. You look at them,

and notice their special colour.

Then you take them up to your eyes, and look through them into the future, into the life you

love to live. What do you see?

Perhaps it’s an image that emerges, or a sound, or a feeling, or something else altogether.

Take notice. If what you see is fuzzy, you can adjust the binoculars, and see if you can get a

sharper view that way.

What is the life you love like? Perhaps your future life is quite similar to the one you’re living

today. Or perhaps it is very different. Whichever it is for you: What does the life you love feel

like? What does it look like? What does it sound like? Where is it happening? What’s in it? And

who’s in it? What colours are in it, what flavours? Notice all the details. Imagine living this

future life that you see through the binoculars. Notice how you feel, and enjoy living the life

you truly love.

And if you cannot see anything, it’s ok too: You can relax, because you know that you will look

through the magic binoculars again and again, and eventually, the life you love will emerge.

So look through the binoculars a little longer, relaxed with the vision of the life you love that

has emerged for you.

Then, when you’re ready, you gratefully put the binoculars down, and, in your mind’s eye, you

come back into your life today. Give yourself a good stretch. Wiggle your fingers and your

toes, move your arms, legs, head, and your whole body. Then open your eyes.


